
Short Term Certificate Course (STCC)

Come and try an unforgettable experience in an international environment ! 
By undertaking our accelerated one-semester immersion course, you will gain 
direct exposure to the work of international organizations in the heart of the 
most active center for multilateral diplomacy. 

Learn how to face diplomatic issues, policies, and negotiations. 

The Short Term Certificate Course (STCC) at the Geneva School 

of Diplomacy (GSD) will provide you with a hands-on training 

experience that will equip you to engage in International Relations 

and Diplomacy.  

 

Organisations such as the United Nations office in Geneva 

(UNOG), the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World 

Meteorological Organisation (WMO), the World Health Organisation 

(WHO), the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), and 

the World Trade Organisation (WTO) have a seat in Geneva with 

over 40,000 international diplomats and civil servants working in this 

global setting. Not only is Geneva the center for diplomacy, but it 

is also a welcoming environment for a wide range of cultures, with 

over 100 nationalities currently living and working in the city.  

 

Whether your background or interest 

lies in the private, public or non-profit 

sector, GSD would like to encourage a 

fulfilling and useful experience that will 

enhance your knowledge and boost your 

career. Students will be provided with 

opportunities to gain reputable contacts 

and resources in the field of International 

Relations & Diplomacy.

During the STCC programme, you will 

become aware of contemporary issues 

through a range of seminars and guest 

lectures hosted by experts in the field.

• Located in the heart of the most diplomatic neighbourhood on the planet • 
• Highly distinguished faculty & small, interactive classes •

• Internship & networking possibilities • Theory & praxis-oriented curriculum •
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The Geneva School of Diplomacy & International Relations

Studying at the Geneva School 

of Diplomacy for a Short Term 

Certificate Course is a rewarding 

opportunity for those who have 

previously followed a Master’s 

programme, especially in public 

universities.  

 

As a student I was provided with a 

very rich and fulfilling four-month 

syllabus. I benefited from small 

study groups and direct outreach 

to the professors; this helped 

me expand  my network and 

opportunities.

Maria Gurova (Russia)

Short Term Certificate Course 
Student, 2016

Specifications               Entry Requirements

Programme content
You may audit three Master level courses from the following subject areas: 

• Diplomacy    •  Conflict & Security Studies

• International Relations  •  International Law

• Economics & Development  •  International Trade

The courses are delivered by distinguished faculty members which include 

senior diplomats, experts from international organizations, politicians, and 

accomplished academics.

The Geneva School of Diplomacy
GSD is a dynamic private university specialized in the teaching of International 

Relations & Diplomacy. We are located in the very heart of the diplomatic 

world and connected to the surrounding international organizations, 

United Nations offices, missions, and non-governmental organizations. Our 

small, interactive classes with highly distinguished faculty members offer 

many lectures hosted by high profile guest speakers. We give our students 

the ability to create a network that can be life-lasting and life-changing. 

Graduates are aimed to acquire academic, vocational and practical diplomatic 

skills needed to enter their professional field of preference.

For more information about the STCC programme, please go to our website 

www.genevadiplomacy.ch or contact us via info@genevadiplomacy.ch

• Duration: 14 weeks

• Intakes: February and September

• Location: Geneva, Switzerland

• Language of Study: English

• For a full overview of the entry  

   requirements, please visit our   

   website www.genevadiplomacy.ch


